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HEINRICH HEINE
Hcemricfti Hetee: Two Studies of Hi

Feetas. By WILLIAM ROSE.

WITH this issue we publish a .special
section to mark the diamond jubilee of the
Brady Boys' Club. This event is rightly
regarded as a landmark in our cbmrmmal
annals and is beina; worthily celebrated.
Last month, the LORD CHANCELLOR presided
at a commemorative dinner, when he Wid
other distinguished spencers paid etoqaeftt
tribute to the significance) of the occasiott.
Next Monday evening, a amcisiitftsciay %v
exhibition will be held, whw the guest of
honour will be Earl ATTLEE} one of Britain's
elder statesmen whose earliest introduction
to public life was as a social worker in East
London.

When Brady was founded in 1896, it was
the first Jewish boys' club m this country.

..M-tbjU.J&me^.jykJoflux into the East End
of London of Jewish immigrants frdiir~~
Eastern Europe was creating many grave'
social problems. The difficulties which beset
the youngsters and adolescents were the
special concern of the far-sighted founder!
of this pioneer boys" club. A devoted band
of voluntary workers then established tradi-
tions of social service which have been of
incalculable benefit in their influence upon
the well-being of successive generations of
Jewish youth. ..For great numbers who
lived in what were then appalling xttndttions
in East London, the club provided recrea-
tional and educational opportunities which
both home and school failed to supply. It
enabled them to develop their natural
talents and abilities and trained them to
become happy and useful citizens. Nor did
it ever neglect io inculcate those moral and
religious principles of Judaism which form
the true inspiration for all good living. Many
former members who have risen to positions
of responsibility and distinction in the Jewish
and general community are proud to
acknowledge how much, they owe to the
training which they received there in their
impressionable years.

It is true that social conditions have
immeasurably improved since this club was
founded, and that life in these times is
very different from what it was sixty years
ago. Yet the need for the continuance—
andV-Hideed—the-e^aeasioifc^tLS^

Bd

FOR the first time for many months a mood
of qualified and very moderate optimism has
~ • generated by the meeting of thc Security
council which *ended on Wednesday.* The
decision to call the meeting to discuss the
Palestine problem has been vindicated, and
its deliberations have concluded with a
degree of unanimity which is almost unique.
Not only di4 the Russian delegate accept with
good grace the defeat of his amendments and
vote for the United States resolution but
both the Arab and the Israeli delegates (who
could' speak but not vote in the debate) indi-
cated their approval—albeit not very enthu-
siastically—of the ^solution. In consequence,
Dr. HAMMAASKJOELD, the Secretary-Genbral
of the United Nations, will be able to leave
today on his mission in the knowledge that
he has the support of the representatives of
East and West as well as of the Arabs and
the Israeli^-JrliLwJarJh^ wiU be able to get

as Brady remains no less, vital. The LORD
CHANCELLOR* Viscount KILMUIR, did well to
stress this point at the recent diamond
jubilee dinner. He said that only the super-
ficial observer could think that the needs of
contemporary youth in the Welfare State
were less than those of their forebears. The
right use of leisure, as he pointed out, still
presents thc supreme test of intelligence, and
scientific advance has brought a new chal-
lenge to spiritual stature, as well as a chance
for common sense. From the specifically
Jewish standpoint, the whole future of
Anglo-Jewry depends upon the way in
which the message of Judaism is brought
home to pur,youth as being meaningful and
relevant to their daily lives in this country.
The Association for Jewisrr Youth, of which
Brady is one of the important affiliated
clubs, is fortunately very much alive to this,
need. Us Religious Advisory" Committee—
which represents, all religious sections of the
Anglo-Jewish community—does fine work
in this direction.

Not without good reason has the claim
been made that the low proportion of Jewish
juvenile delinquency is due very largely to
the work of the clubs. Yet this proud
record cannot be maintained without con-
tinued and unremitting effort. We would
direct the special attention of our readers
to trtese words of an experienced "club
leader, Mr. SYDNEY M. DRAGE, in his article
in our special section: "The home and thc
shool are largely negative in their influence,
and school does not go far enough. There
is poverty in a real sense if not in a mone-
tary one—a cultural, spiritual, and social

. poverty. Life in Stepney today (and in
Stamford Hill and Goiders Green for that
matter) is not so rich, so abundant, that it

tne Israelis. IXM^BLJOLLJUW TT.«» *~ .___ „,
in his mission, whose limited object is to seek
measures to reduce tension; remains to be
seen. But at least it is satisfactory that the
mission is to be undertaken in as favourable
circ\imstances as could be expected.. More-
over, so long as the problem is under dis-
cussion by the ttatted Nations there is a
smaller chance of an outbreak of hostilities,
and to that extent time will be gained, during
wbichi the prospects of achieving a negotiated
settlement can be further examined.

Perhaps the most serious difficulty under-
lying the whole situation is the confusion
which reigns in the Western camp and which
contrasts so sharply with the clear ideas of
both the Soviet Union and those Arab States
which follow the leadership of Egypt. The
policy of Russia and the Arabs is for the
moment identical and is clear for all to see. It
is to undermine and whenever possible to
eliminate Western influences from the
Middle East. From the Atlantic coast of
North Africa to the Persian Gulf the pattern
is the same, and everywhere the call goes out
to the Arab peoples to throw over the rem-
nants of Western domination. The Com-
munists have long been masters of the art
of exploiting national movements for their
own ends, and the espousal of Arab national-
ism conforms to a well-known tendency,
while the encouragement of Islam in the
Soviet Union is now becoming a matter of
policy.

— F a c e d ^with^^this—situation^ the Western
Powers display an astonishing lack of-unity,

IN our last week's report of the impressive
Tercentenary Service of Dedication and
Thanksgiving, held at the Bevis Marks Syna-
gogue in London, we recorded that it was
representative of all religious sections of
British Jewry—Ashkenazim and Scphardim,
Orthodox, Reform/ and %\beraL . In this
regard it followed the happy precedent of
the Thanksgiving Service that was held in
May, 1937, at the ,Great Synagogue, Dukefs
Place, in honour of the Coronation of the
late KINO GBOROE VI and QUEEN ELIZA-
BETH. The Tercentenary Council were very
rightly and properly anxious to secure that
this service—which constituted the central
religious ceremony of the whole year's
Tercentenary celebrations—should be thus
representative of the entire community. In
this aim they received" the co-operation of
the religious and lay heads of tbejprmcirjfcl
religious organisations. Among the Orthodox
bodies which officially participated were the
Udited Synagogue, the Spanish and Portu-
guese Synagogue, and the Federation of
Synagogues, who joined in prayer on thb
solemn occasion with their brethren of the
Reform and Liberal communities. The
Rctonn ana ciwim—^^v.,....— __
eminent Orthodox ecclesiastical authorities
who took part in the service included the
CHIEF RABBI and the HAHAM. Together
with the HAHAM were his ministerial
colleagues of the Sephardi community. Like-
wise, the CHIEF RABBI, who officially par-
ticipated in the service, was supported by
Dayan LAZARUS, Dayan LEW, and other
Ashkenazi rabbis and ministers. It is there-
fore somewhat surprising to learn that two
of the CHIEF RABBI'S colleagues on the Beth
Din—Dayan GROSSNASS and Dayan HAPO-
PORT—deliberately absentedthemselves-from ~—
the service, apparently by way of protest
against its being held with the participation
of others than Orthodox. The action of
these dissentients would appear to be a grave
affront to the authority of the CHIEF RABBI
and other members of the Beth Din, and also
seems calculated to bring obloquy upon the
considered judgment of their Orthodox col-
leagues—Ashkenazi and Sephardi—who par-
ticipated in the service. It is a mournful
indication of the intransigent attitude
adopted by certain sections of religious
authority. This perverse spirit of faction
ill serves the cause of Judaism or the interests
of British Jewry.
WAR ORPHAN ABDUCTION

stories of the tragic Jewish war
of fc.ur,ope have been so dramatic—

Review** 6* JOSEPH WITRlOf

. Heine is not ours, but the world's. Never-
thetas, it is legitimate to.recall that \H had U
uninterrupted Jewish ancestry on both tide*.
In the conditions .then prevailing, his bapu*
meant little mote than would a changed
name today. Only as a Christian could Heine
hold any of the public appointments he hope*
to obtain. Even so, he bitterly regretted to
baptism afterwards. ** 1 often get up at nigfat
and'look at myself in thc mirror and cune
myself. . . . I am now hated by Jew ul
Gentile alike," he wrote.

True, Heine gloried in the name of a Germ
poet, renowned in German lands:

_ Ich bin ein deutscher Di enter,
Bekannt im deutschen Land;
Nennt man die besten Namen,
So wird auch der meine genannt.

And the late Friedrich Hirth. editor of the
monumental annotated "Briefed wrot$;
•4 Never did he IHeirte] feel himself to be t
Jew, not even on his sick bed or on his talk
bed. His numerous attacks on Judaism>ou£t
to have saved Heine from being represent
as a purely Jewish poet {rein jiiiiisdier Dickai
He was a German poet," etc.

But nobody, surely, ever said Heine was t
—"purely** Jewish-.poet. He_was_a«poet who

wrote with deep Jewish feeling, as certain
_- . »» ««»s*ltj Y^tvnan" nnet could have Atm

r o w e r s uispiay an aoiv*»..4>.....e — — „,
and none of them has yet produced a policy
of a positive kind. Mr. DULLES, indeed, has
gone so far as to declare that he sees " no
immediate emergency " in the Middle East
and appears to be -doing his best to whittle
down the implications of the Tripartite
Declaration. The British Government,
undecided whether to support or oppose Col.
NASSER, pins Us faith to the emaciated
skeleton of the Baghdad Pact, while the
French, slightly more realistically, are
in favour of a new approach to the
Russians without stating how far they are
prepared to go in their proposed reorienta-
tion of policy. The fact is that at the back
of all Western thinking in regard to the
Middle East lies not only the question of
military defence against possible Soviet
aggression (which now plays a less important
rdle) but primarily the complex and'Vital
question of oil supplies. One might have
.supposed that the safeguarding of these
supplies alone would have been sufficient to
ensure the elaboration of a united policy.

- - - - . , W* £-« . - »U^*,« Kf

orpnans oi CU^IA, uu.v «„.. __ __
and at the same time so baffling as that of
the 15-year-old ANNEKE BEEKMAN, whose
Ortfibdox parents perished at the Mrtcls^df^
the Nazis. Kidnapped by a Dutch woman
of no doubt sincere but fanatical missionary
zeal, ANNEKE was baptised, when a child
of nine, and has since been kept in hiding
—it is believed somewhere in Holland.
All efforts on the part of the Amsterdam
Jewish community to obtain her release have
failed. Last year a Dutch court sentenced
ANNEKE'S former foster-mother to eight

-months* imprisonment and the foster-
mothers sister to twelve months for abduct-
ing the Jewish orphan. The sentences were
passed in the absence of the accused because,
as in the case of the orphan herself, the two
women responsible for her abduction have
also disappeared, without the police being
able to trace them. As might have been
expected, theWJewish organisations in
Holland, considering it their sacred duty to
try to restore the child to the faith in which
she was born, and supported by the attitude
of the Court, continued their -****•*« •**
obtain her release. They must, „..
have been shocked by the decision of the

no "purely German" poet could have
on Jewish themes: the Jewish Friday
Judah Halevi, a medieval Christian-kiS
disputation (a masterpiece of sardonic humovr
this last). Only a Jew with a deep Jewish
consciousness could have written the soofa
martyr's lay, 4i Brich aus in lauten KlageiC ui
the intensely moving verses (in spite of tk
reference to the threefold misery of poverty,
pain, and Judaism) on the new Jewish hospital
in Hamburg buik through the munificence i(
his uncle. These, and *' Der Rabbi m

-Bacharach," and his identification in
"* Confessions '* with ** tHe noble house _
Israel" more than atone for Heine's attacks«
Judaism. Moreover, in view of the fact that
as a young man Heine worked enthusiastblfy
for the Vereio fiir Kukur und Wissenschaftfc
Juden, it seems all the more incomprehensible
lhat Hirth could have said that Ĥ ine "nevtr
felt himself to be a Jew/'

The reader who wishes to see how deep
fact was Heinc*s Jewish feeling and how,
would say, it coloured his social and political
outlook—his hatred of aristocratic prctensio*
his compassion for ihe suffering masses.
passionate love of freedom. *'the religion
our age"—should turn to Professor ROKI
two perceptive and illuminating studies, \tiH
firsts he evaluates those passages in Hans*
writings which bear on his social and po.ifjci
thought; in the second, he -examines Heaej
Jewish background and anal>*es the J
elements Hi Heine's ctuvres. From the
siudy 1 should like to quote H—•-'•= *r

the last of his four wills i

immortal soul. 1 regret that in m>
have at times spoken of sacred ihir
the reverence due to them but I *as
away more by the spmt of
my own inclinations, it i
offended against, correctcond uu and
principles which are ̂ thc uu- e s j * * ^

{

gains,
principles which are the tru j
moncrtheistic tenets. I beg OoJ and
men to pardon me.

This coming Kol N l d r ^
centenary year, we shall
Heine as we intone tn our
Jefrain: ^

thc

j>
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sure the elaboration oi a unuea puwy. j , a v e pcen s n w K C M WJ „.„ ^^« r
If the Western Powers have shown little .JDutch Court of Appeal, as reported in our

ability to produce a policy, it is apparerit that columns last week, to reduce the sentences
the Govetnment of Israel also has displayed of the two sisters " - '" J

few signs of having a policy which is adapted disappearance of «n3 *%,*«*».. ~~. ~.r..
to meet the changing, highly dangerous, The Dutch people have rightly been given
situation. I t is true that the Israelis have_:jrnucli credit for their humane attitude towards
constantly and rightly claimed that they Jews oSr in^^^
should be provided with arms for their self* however deep the gratitude felt, the new
defence, but in face of tlie refusal of the decision of the Court of Appeal is ill <i " ~
Western Powers to release supplies, they,
have shown little evidence of making use
of diplomatic weapons to try to safeguard
their position. If the Western Powers are
not prepared to suppoi " A-
the Middle East, apart

With the . r _ ~ - - - - .
of his work, "Sydney
Materials for KPost-Wu, ^ i f
Kimtnel deserve> well of bo n
are mtetesjed. m the^e\eiop. rf :
Australian Jewisn c
historian. W * £ a ^ , — ,n dhocked by the decision Ot the {V*JtaS? Wftereas in h.s ̂ ^ W *

• of Appeal, as reported in our J ™ ^ rf ,he surrmgs *g£5*£
; week,.to reduce the sentences *mirrored the *scon««n« oMM as „,-««
isters involved in the continued - the conduct « » * J f ^ o ! f m i h« ««' k ^
» of this Jewish war orphan. tlwm, hi this second^olu

rilicisin kd » ^
people have rightly been given * ^ * v i S 1 u l t ^ . »«d ' l i f e
tor their humane attitude towards , ^J^I eKf'getting UP of an ***£#£

Decision of the Court of Appeal is ill <- , ̂ ^
of being interpreted as oi*e w some wmr
drawal from the stand taken by the lower
Court—-a decision which contrasts somewhat
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From
VICTOR GOLLANCZ.

SCIENTIFIC PUBLISHING IN ISRAEL
M

Reviewed

It is Mr. Goliaf&z's special
that out of his proUfic rcadif g he & able
to i>re&s so much to his service1 and
make it speak significantly to our time.
Indian mystic, Greek jphilosopher,
Church Father, Chissidie rabbi,
Elizabethan poet, JUissiait novelist, to
name only a few types from whom
Mr Goilancz has drawn, all contribute
abundantly to this rich harvest. In
their d.ffercnt ways they all play
variations on bis central theme.

If the theme itself, described as a
confession of faith, can be adequately
expressed in a few words, * might be
defined as the highest common factor
in the spiritual insights of the different
historical religions. These arc all in
a sense adventures into the unknown
and unknowable, and they seek to find
some unifying principle Which gives
harmony and purpose to Mt. Mr.
Gollancz liere supplies their quint-
essence ; but he leans towards the
mystics, and it is no accident that the
Jewish elements in the book are so
often represented by quotations from
Phito. the Cabb*listx portion* of
Talmud, Midrash, and Zohar. and the
fanciful stories of Chassidic rabbis.

But this does no* prevent the
compiler from confrtng down to earth
on occasion, and those who have long
detected a militant element in his faith
wrll not be disappointed. There is
much in the book which shows an
uncompromising hostility to secular
and religious authorities, institutions
and orthodoxies of all kinds. On such
current issues as capkal punishment
and pacifism Mr. Gollancz descends
into the' forum and shows in no
uncertain terms on which side of the
line he stands. Thieves and murderers
deserve compassion, but not judges
and ecclesiastics.

Idealist Outlook

The secret Of these polemics is to
be found in the/romantic quality of
the compiler's personality. In almost
every passage selected he shows the
outlook of the perfectionist, impatient
alike of the pedantic, the expedient,
thc vested interest lhat seek always to
preserve the status quo. OnJy the
ideal way of life, Testing without
compromise on a trut divine-human
partnership, is good enough.

This is what gives this book its
unity and enables it to speak with
such dynamic effect to a distracted age.
It has~~ drawn from the brightest
inspiration of man a message of
consolation and hope. Those who,
like so many. sufferJ>ewlldcrjnejit.andmarî ŝAiffcr bewilderment and
frustration in the contemporary scene,
who recoil from its conflict and
violence, and can find no enduring
faith in the official creeds, may
derive ncw menial peace and a fresh
and invigorating sense of urgency
from perusing these pages.

BOOK BRIEFS
wft* rhallenat of S««lta.vk, by
William L. Shiix'r (Robert Hate, 21s.),
wves an informative and very readable
KISy"°! thc Potion of Norway,
r^C"v ^ " " w * ' and Finland in the
contemporary world.

Waterfront, by Bud Schulberg (TKe
wtey Head. 15s.), is a brutal but factual

nsh ln New York's dockland. Both
cnaracterisauon and incident are realistic

f P l o underline the corruption
power. ' — " - • -

» by L. S. Creditor, with *
by Dr. A. Steinberg <0IE

? H l i M i< E ' London).* b a
i h in YidSish of

A^Hebrew commentary on rhnp by
T ? Vatlentine;

ADA, a new scientific
quarterly far the general
reader, has appeared in

Hebrew in Jerusalem. This peri-
odical—the first" semi-popular
illustrated science journal in Israel—
is published by the Weizmann
Science Press.

asked Professor Samuel
the head of the Research

Hotu EDITHS SAMUEL, C.MM.
The actual tyjK-sctting is finder- of somt 160 paffc o#^wk^fnagncti«i|

taken by a specially trained group in by Protestor P. AC" &.'ftlackett, of the
the Government Printing Press in Imperial Colle#e of Science and

library. The first three hooka are i s
hand and should be puNi«bed duriftf
the cojnuii year. .

A systqpwtic *tudy of the hi*ory of
science igs' mcemxry^ for iaewee
teachers Mud Jtudrot*.., Vm tbem, a
«enc» o l JHbbrew - tranrfafitm H

new institution was' established last
year and grew out of the publications
department of thc Israeli Research
Council as a non-profit-making public
company. ,He showed me Section A
of the Council's Bulletin on mathe-
matics, physics, and chemistry, beau-
tifully printed in English. This is no
easy undertaking, considering that the
text is constantly broken up by mathe-
matical and chemical formulae and
diagrams. But it is so well done that
even foreign firms have inquired if
some of their own scientific works
can* be type-set in Israel.

First-class Material

IsraeLpxoduce&-a^Jtcalth of originaL-
scieivtific material for publication in
English. Until four years ago, most
of it was published in foreign scientific
journals. Then, in 1951, the Research
Council of Israel began to publish a
quarterly Bulletin in English. Its
reception by other scientific bodies
abroad was so encouraging and the
volume of first-class material offered
in Israel was so large that the Bulletin
has now become four separate
Bulletins. Section A is for mathe-
matics, physics, and chemistry ; Section
B for biology and geology ; Section C
is for technology 7and has absorbed
the Technion's own scientific publica-
tions in English); while Section D is
for botany (and has absorbed, the
separate Jerusalem and Rehovot series
of the Palestine Journal of Botany).
A fifth section on experimental
medicine is shortly being launched,
and will absorb two Israeli medical
journals. Each of the four Bulletins
is about the same size—120 pages—
but has a cover of a distinctive colour.

printing works is rapidly becoming
necessary. This is a large project,
estimated to require an investment of
(£200.000. of which Ofle-thir* has
already been promised by one of
Israel's scientific institutions. The
annual cost of running such a scientific
printing works with 20 employee* is in
the region of l£S0,000, apart
from materials. A good deal would
be recoverable in foreign currency by
the sale abroad of scientific publica-
tions in' English. Meanwhile, many of
the scientific publications in English
in Israel—including the Bulletin—
continue io be published" by the"
Weizmann Science Press with the
limited facilities mi the Government
Printer.

,The Weizmanh Science Press was
set up in August, 1954, by the leading
research bodies in Israel—the Hebrew
University, thc Technioih the Weiz*
mann Institute, and the Research
Council, together with the Ministry
of Education and Culture and the
Bialik Institute. Each has a member
on the Governing Board of the Weiz-
mann Science-Press."-Therein also~~H—
separate editorial board for each of
the four series of the Bulletin. Each
board is composed of the best men
in that field, regardless of the institu-
tion to which he belongs.

Enthusiastic Staff

The offices of the Weizmann Science
Press are situated at 33 King George
Avenue, in the new building near the
Knesset. About ten people are .
employed. under Miss Miriam
Balabaiu the executive- director and-
editor (the average age of the young
and enthusiastic staff is about 28). The
Press has a yearly budget of. some
I£50,000, subscribed by the participat-
ing bodies for its various projects.

One project is the publication of
monographs and books in English on
scientific subjects by local and foreign
scientists. Three such books are
already in the press, in editions of
between 1.000 and 3.000 copies, for
publication this year. One is a book

expantiofT oi.his. Wetzmanii Memorial
Lecture M RchovoV to i$$i. The
second is a 400-page book on aphkfo
by Professor F. S. Bodeoheimcr and
E. Swirski, of the Hebrew university.
The third is a comprehensive 800-pafe
book, accompanied by 5g3 drawings,
on the fishes of the Red Sea and
Southern Arabia, by H. W. Fowler.
Curator of Fishes at the Academy of
Natural Sciences at Philadelphia. This
is being published in four parts. All
this involves heavy investment.

A further publication in English—
a botanical work by the late A. Eig*
of the Hebrew University—has been
produced on the Varityper of the
Weizmanti Sdence Press. This is an
electrical typewriter with rapidly inter-
changeable series of type-faces
enabling different sifces and kinds of
type to be used on the same page at
very low cost. There are only a few
such machines in use in Israel today.
This machine and its operator are
available for outside commercial
contracts.

The second project of the Weizmann
Science ftress is the publication of a
series of University text-books in
Hebrew for first-year students (more
advanced students are expected to be
able to read imported text-books in
English). Each is to be written by a
local expert! those on geometry and
rTHCTObiolofy are already in the press,
as well as a Hfferew translation of a
book jpn- nvHh+mmfcmb logic. Other
books have akeady been commissioned
in Hebrew on ,|iiocbMnitlr/t elec-
tronics. geologyT^»l*ojfttolofyv mathe-
matics, zoology, and botany. The
Weizmann Science Prê s is also repre-
sented on the board appointed by ihe
former' Minister of Education to
publish Hebrew school books.

The third project k the publication
of MADA. the Hebrew scientific
quarterly for general readers, that has
just begun ; 10,000 copies were printed
of the first issue.

A fourth project is the MADA
popular scientific Hebrew pocket

being made of •elected n m s t t from
the great historical figures of thc past
—Faraday, Darwin, and Pfcsteur and
up to Em«tein id #ur <?w« day. Three
sdbfc j&ofciflitt arc planied for IlSfc

The sixth project is a 40-page semi-
annual bMiopapoy in Eoflish of all
Hebrew and English works that have
appeared in Israel in the" scicnecs andT
the humanities. The first imoe
covered January-June, 1954* and tlttff
second, covering the last half of 1954,
is now in prepmnKion.

In addition • t o ' these recurrent
projects, the Weizmann Science
has also issued 36 essays on
and chemistry by contributor* M
Israel and abroad in a volume dedica-
ted to the memory of Professor L
Farkas, formerly of the Hebrew
University ; and the proceedings of the
International Symposium on Deaert
Retteardi, held in lerusaiem in May,
1952, containing papers on cltmale,
biology, soils, water, and energy.

The Wetamnn Science Pre« wiM
also publish the proceedhigft of two
scientific conferences being held in

-Israel this month on n«croinolecule«>
and on. wood chemistry*

In addition to its publishing,
activities, the Press undertakes the
following services, for the scientific
world: editing and printing books
under contract for other institution*;
Ihe receipt—and the distribution
between scientific institutions in Israel '
—of scientific periodicals received in
exchange for the Bulletin of the
Research Council of Israel—^pme 300
such periodicals are at present received
in exchange from all over the world
and-are^^otle~mvaluable for scientific
workers here; the supply of
information about- scientific workers,
translators, publications, institutions,
and terminology to persons inquiring
from abroad, as well as locally ; and
the creation of a central reference
library of works by Israeli scientists,
whether published in Israel or abroad.

We sometimes talk about Torafi
titsel miZion* but often we' are at a
loss to give examples. Here are Botm
of them. (COFYftJGHT

THE useful work of the United
Nations is usually done at the
less spectacular gatherings, in

ad hoc Committees, in Commissions
and Sub-Commissions, where the
great political issues that divide the
jiations do not play a prominent

^ t t l w r r l 2
N.4X is a booklet

i

foreword by
. Newman. Tel

^ P ^ o l u m e , in Hebrew,
ionist leader Yitalc Ashcr

part.
Quite recently the Sub<?omrnission

—on—the Prevention- of^Discrim:nation
and Protection of Minorities ended its
eighih session at U.N. headquarters in
Ncw York. This Sub-Commission of

, the Human Rights Commission had—
and still has—an uphill task. More
than once attempts have been made to
abolish it altogether, and when they
failed its enemies found budgetary
reasons to restrict its work. Still, the
Sab-Commission is battling on bravely.
At first, perhaps, it tried to do too
much, and in consequence achieved
too little by scattering its energies.

—Now, having mapped out a more
modest course, it begins to prove its
usefulness.

Protection of Minorities

_™^Tbe whole, aspect of.._pr_otecti_ng^
minorities has been dropped for the
time being, because it proved impos-
sible to define what is a minority in
need of protection, but the work of
combating discrimination is going on.

-..-There^arejBo^raiidiosc schemes which
in the present state of affairs in world
politics could not be realised. Instead,
the Sub-Commission has begun a
course of' sober studies on specific
aspects of discrimination, such as dis-
crimination in the field of education-,
employment, religious rights and pracr
tices. and political rights. That some
of these studies., are of particular

"interest and concern io Jews is-evident.
Before beginning to combat dis-
crimination in any field it is accessary
to know what types of discrimination
exist and what methods have been
adopted to overcome such discrimina-
tion. It cannot, of course, be expected
that any of these studies wilt have
immediate effect in the eradication of
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prejudice or in prevention of dis- ' causes and types of discrimination,
crimination. But to know what is such as discrimination based on race,
wrong and where things-are wrong is—colour, sou-religion, prop^ny^poiitical
an important first step. Therefore, the opinion, etc.. and made a number of
new method—a series of studies— recommendations, for legislative and
seems more promising In the-long-Tun administrative mea$Hfe&—/m,̂ r atta ht
than some sensational resolutions
which catch the headlines for a day
but have little practical effect.

At the recent session of the Sub-
Commission the first of these studies
(Discrimination in the Field of-Educa-
tion) was discussed at length. It had
been prepared by a rapporteur, the
Lebanese member of the Sub-Commis-
sion. Mr. Ammoun. with the help of
the Secretariat. Not only had the
various Governments been a«ked to
submit reports on the position in their
respective countries to. the rapporteur
but the interested non-Governmental
organisations, too, were consulted

recommended the preparation of an
International Convention on the
Elimination of Discrimination in
Education, and the establishment of an
international fund to combat dis-
crimination. The Sub-Commission,
which was divided on these two recom-
mendations, did not take any decisions
on them, but discussed at length the
various aspects, of the problem.
Naturally, the approach of the various
delegations was a different one. The
Russians made great play with colour
discrimination in certain countries and
they and others used the opportunity
to attack " coloniaHsm,1* while the

adopted a resolution suggesting the
holding of seminars on the prevention
of discrimination and protection of
minorities under U.N. au*p:ces.

A Russian proposal which wanted
to ask Governments that they " should
immediately take legislative and other
measures to prevent propaganda for
racial and national exclusiveness, hos-
tility, and contempt" was more con*

4 * i k W h i l e n o b o d y d ^ d
with the sentiments expressed in the
proposal, h was felt that the rather
loose and ambiguous wording might be
regarded as justtneatIon for censorship
and suppression of opinions. What-
for instance, is meant by "national
exclusiveness, hostility, and contempt,**
and what are the legislative and other
measures ? The proposal will be dis-
cussed again at the next meeting.

Last spring a special conference of
100 N.G-O.s interested in the

f d
Naturally, the Jewish organisations\ Americans criticised the anti-religfous
took great interest in the study and \ education in Communist countries. In
submitted papers to the United. \ many aspects, however, a wide measure
Nations^-The Board of Deputies pre- \̂  of agreement_wa$* reached and the
pared a detailed report concerning the \ rapporteur was asked to elaborate his
position of Jews in the field of educa-
tion in Great Britain ; a report which,
fortunately, could give a very favour-
able picture, for there js no discrimina-

The Sub-Commission also decided to
begin a new study for 1956—namely,
discrimination in the field of religious
rights and practices. The Indian dele-
gate was chosen as rapporteur. Again
Jewish organisations promised their

\ report on the basis of the discussion
\for Ihe next session^- - :.:•'..'JL:.ZZ~L:~Z

Co-operation Promised
far _as ihe__Siale and other

public bodies' are concerned ; on the
contrary, legislation gives full protec-
tion to Jewish interests in this field.

Deputies Report

The Board's report was submitted co-operation. The Board of Deputies
through the Co-ordinating Board of is preparing a paper fbr "the Co-ordin-
Jewish Organisations, of which the ating Board dealing w>th the position
Board of Deputies is_.the British con- _ in Great Britain as far as Jews are con-
stituent. The American constituent
(B'nai B'rith) submitted a similar
report on the position in the U.S*A.;
and the other Jewish consultative

cerned. K is hoped that this paper
will show what measures have been
taken in our country to prevent dis-
crimination in the religious field,

organisations, did the same for the measures which may wett show other
countries iny which they were repre- countries how to deal with the rriiatter.

Apart from debating these studies,
the Sub-Commission unanimously

sented.
Mr. A ?s study analysed the

.some 100 N.G-O.s interested in the
eradication of discrimination was held

"in Gerneva, with the former President
"of fhtneel M. Vincent Auriol, as
Chairman. Among the Vice-Chairmen
of that conference were the President
of the B'nai B'rî h. Mr, Philip Klutz*
nick (for the Co-ordinating Board of
Jewish Organisations), and Dr. Nahum
^3o!dmamrifor the World Jewish Con-
gress). This conference, which had
been convoked by Ecosoc at thc sug-
gestion of the-Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrtmination and
Protection of Minorities, submitted its
report and a number of resolutions to
the Sub-Commission. Among the
resolutions was one recommending the
calling of another N.G.O. Conference.
The C.B.J.O., together with the Work*
Veterans* Federation and the Commis-
sion of the Churches on International
Affairs, prepared a memorandum for
the Sub-Commission, making a num-
ber of practical proposals fbr a future
N.G.O. Conference, suggesting, among
other things, that such a conference
should not be held before {95*. thai
k should be carefully prepared, and

Continued, on page 30f eohumm 5
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